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Issue#1: Limited Acceptance of crystal ECAL
● Acceptance limited by requirement that it slide past flange.
● Realistic estimates suggest limit of η=-3.5
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Fig. shown by Carlos Munoz in last ePIC mtg



Issue#2: Far-backward taggers have limited acceptance

Shown by 
Jaroslav Adam in 
ePIC mtg
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Mitigation strategies

● Lower e beam energy → lower 
minimum Q2

○ Unwanted consequence of lower CoM 
energy (not an option for saturation)

● Move interaction point in positive z
○ Worked in HERA, but not possible in 

EIC due to beam-crossing angle
● Build a dedicated detector system 

for low scattering-angle electrons
○ Used in H1 VLQ and ZEUS BPC
○ Our planned strategy  
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Motivation for a Few-Degree Calorimeter (-4.6<η<-3.6) 

● To probe transition to 
perturbative regime and 
onset of Gluon Saturation, 
which requires measuring 
0.1<Q2<1.0 GeV2
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The FDC approach
● Small calorimeter behind crystal ECAL 
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FDC
Acceptance
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Non-shadowed area 
corresponds to the 
crystal ECAL hole



 FDC acceptance in IP6 (yz plane)
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Room for 
optimized 
acceptance 
in IP8 given 
larger 
crossing 
angle
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 FDC acceptance in IP6 (xz plane)



Challenge: & mitigation strategy

● Electron at shallow angles can 
graze the beampipe walls.

● Optimized beampipe (Be?) can 
have a huge impact. 

● Thin Al would work too
● Exit window?
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Distance to the beampipe (IP6) 

We actually gain from
placing FDC as far away as 
possible from IP

Need small Moliere radius
To maximize acceptance
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Electron energy range is 2-18 GeV
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Background

Mostly 
photoproduction. 

FDC 
~charged-blind so 
positrons and 
positive pions 
also are bkg
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Background rejection with standard means
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Far-backward taggers 
have limited 
acceptance

E-pz cut does not 
remove much because 
in bkg events the 
electron has low 
energy



TOF potential (at z=-307 cm)

50 ps or better
would help
tag <1 GeV
pions
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FDC design (SiPM-on-tile style, strip scintillator)
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State of the art



Energy resolution
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Energy resolution vs angle



Position resolution

There is room for 
optimization in 
the algorithm, 
currently 
log-weighting 
with cut off of 4.0
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Performance for kinematic variables

Does the job for 5 bins per decade
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High-granularity brings opportunities for electron ID
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“Strip split algorithm” can squeeze performance out of 
alternating strips
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Highly granular shower shapes can yield standalone electron tagging
(shown is “effective” granularity of strip width**2)
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Highly granular shower shapes can yield standalone electron tagging
(shown is “effective” granularity of strip width**2)
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Highly granular shower shapes can yield standalone electron tagging
(shown is “effective” granularity of strip width**2)
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R&D
SiPM-on-tile is an emerging new paradigm in calorimetry, not yet explored in 
EIC detector R&D program
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Prototype
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Summary

- A FDC can bridge the Q2 gap. Maybe needed even more in IP8, with room for 
optimization in beam pipe design.

- SiPM-on-tile tungsten calorimeter meets requirements at low cost

- SiPM-on-tile technology is an emerging technology, offering a new tool for 
various calorimeters at EIC. 
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FDC
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